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Abstract 
In this article we study Boolean powers of MV-algebras. We show that the property 
of semisimplicity is preserved by Boolean powers over separable complete Boolean al- 
gebras or by bounded Boolean powers over any Boolean algebra. In addition we give 
an explicit method of construction, based on Boolean powers, of an MV-algebra with 
given center. This last construction allows one to combine a qualitative (idempotent) 
structure like the Boolean algebra with a quantitative (non-idempotemt) s ructure like 
the MV-algebra. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. MV-a lgebras :  Def in i t ion  and bas ic  propert ies  
An MV-a lgebra  is a structure A - /A; ~< ,Q,  1), such that: 
(i) A - /A; ~< ) is lattice with top and  bot tom elements 1 and  0 correspond-  
ingly. 
(ii) /A; fi), 1) is a commutat ive  mono id .  
(iii) A is residuated, i.e. there exists a further b inary  operat ion  '--+' on  A, such 
that the fo l lowing ad junct ion  hold: For  all a, b, c E A 
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(AD) a@b<~c iffb<~a---,c.  
(iv) A satisfies the additional property: For all a, b E A, 
(MV) (a --+ b) --~ b a V b. 
Remark 1.1. (1) From (AD) it is easy to see that A is lattice-ordered, and this in 
turn implies that A is also po-monoid,  i.e. for all a, b,x E A, 
a <~ b implies x @ a <~ x @ b and a ~:; x <~ b @ x. 
(2) In the sequel we shall denote: ~a := a ~ 0. 
(3) To the adjoint pair (@, --~) there is a dual adjoint pair(@, +-) with +---- @ 
of  monoidal addition and co-implication or d(~ferenee satisfying the following 
dual adjunction: For all a, b, c E A, 
a@b~c i f fb>~c+- - -a=c@a,  
where addition and difference are defined as 
a@b:=-~(~a@~b) ,  a@b:  a@~b.  
1.1. Basic Properties o f  MV-algebras 
In this section we collect the basic properties of  MV-algebras. For proofs see 
[1] and for a more algebraic treatment see [2]. 
1. Triangle Inequalities: Residuation is equivalent with the following (a) and 
(b): 
(a) Modus Ponens: a @ (a --+ x) <~ x. 
(b) Fusing: x <~ a --+ (a @ x). 
2. For all a ,b ,c  ~ A, 
(a) a ---+ (b --~ c) = (a (.) b) ---+ c. 
(b) = b -~ (a ---+ c). 
3. I fxt~<yl,  x2~<y2 then, 
(a) Xl @x2 ~<yj @Y2, 
(b) Yl -+ x2 ~< xl -+ Y2. 
i.e. @ is isotone in both variables and ~ is antitone in the first variable 
and isotone in the second, furthermore: 
(a v b) ~ e = (a --, c) A (b ~ c). 
4. a @ (_) preserves finite joins and infinite suprema when exist and a ---+ ( ) 
preserves finite meets and infinite infima when exist, i.e.: 
a @ (b V c) - (a @ b) V (a @ c) (lattice ordered) 
and 
a@ (Vxi) = V(a @xi) (when sups exist) 
\ iEl ] i¢l 
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a -~ (b n c) = (a -~ b) A ( .  -~ o) 
and 
 when,n sex,s,  
\ t c l  /I icl 
5. For  all a ,b  E A, 
(a) a 65 (a --~ b) -- b iff (3e E A)[a ~P e = b]. 
(b) a ~ (a ~ b) = b iff (3c E A)[a ---+ c = b]. 
6. For  all a ,b  E A, 
(a) a~b<~aAb (henceaQa~<a) .  
(b) a~<b iff a-+b= 1 and (VxEA)[x=l - - -+x] .  
7. For  all a ,b ,c  E A, 
(a) a~(a- - - *b ) - - - -aAb .  
(b) aC)a=a implies aAb=aGb.  
(c) a@(bAc) - -  (a@b)  A(a@c) .  
8. For  all a ;b  c A, 
(a) ~(~a)  = a. 
(b) a ~ b = (~b) -+ (~a) (Contraposit ive rule). 
(c) a--~ (a@b) - -~aVb.  
9. For  all a, b, c E A, 
(a) (a ~ b) V (b ---+ a) = 1 (Algebraic Strong De Morgan 's  Law). 
(b) a ---+ (b V c) = (a ---+ c) V (b ---+ c). 
(c) (a n b) -~ o - (a ~ e) v (b ~ e). 
It is easy to see that if we denote by a ---+~, b := ~a V b the extensional implica- 
tion, and by a ---+i b := ~a @ b the intentional one, then 9(c) implies that for all 
idempotent  elements a we have a ---+i b = a --% b. 
We shall also need the fol lowing definition. 
Definition 1.1. 
(i) An ideal 1 of  A is a subset of  A, which contains 0, is a down-set and is 
closed under addit ion.  An ideal is maximal  if it is proper  (I 7 ~ A) and there is 
no other proper  ideal containing it. 
(ii) For  any ideal J ,  let Rad J be the intersection of  all maximal  ideals ex- 
tending J .  It is known that, 
Rad J = {a [ a ~) (ka) E J for  every k >~ 1 }. 
An MV-a lgebra  is semisimple iff Rad 0 - {0}. 
(iii) An MV-a lgebra is called Archimedean iff for all x ,y  E A we have 
I f  [(Vn>~O)[nx<~y] thenx~y- -x .  
Theorem 1.1. Let A be an MV-algebra. Then the following are equivalent." 
(i) A is sernisimple; 
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(ii) A is Archimedean; 
(iii) A is a subdirect product o f  subalgebras o f  I [0, 1]; 
(iv) A is a subalgebra of  a complete MV-algebra. 
2. Boolean powers 
Let S (A)  be a language for MV-algebras, i.e. with signature E : (.~, ,9, c4) 
where ~# -- { ~ } is the relation symbols, Y = {A~ {9} is the function symbols, 
and c6 {ala ~ A} with {0, I } the two distinct constants. In the sequel we shall 
confuse names with actual entities. Let also B - ( ~, V, A, m 0B, l~ t be a 
complete Boolean a lgebra (cBa). We define the Boolean Power A[B] : 
(A [[B], I. ~ .1, (?}~ 0, 1 / of  A as follows. 
A (~) ~ A[B] :-- { f  E [BA: f (a , )  A f (a2)  - -  0B  if 
a, 74 a2 and V f (a )  = 1B}. 
a6A 
I f  R E {=, ~< } is any of the relations, we define the Boolean-valued relation 
Ra, by 
R~ - IR(.,.)I: A[~] x A[~] ---* 
( f ,g )  ~ RB{f,g) -- IR( f ,g) l  
where 
RB( f ,g)  :-- V [/(x) A g(y)]. 
~4'cd: 
When [B is any Boolean algebra (not necessarily complete) then we may define 
the bounded Boolean power of a structure by requiring that the function used in 
the definition of  the Boolean power above takes finitely many values (and con- 
sequently the suprema used in the definitions of relations and functions range 
over finite sets). 
It is known (see [3]) that a bounded Boolean power over a given algebra B is 
isomorphic to the set of continuous functions from the Stone space of B to the 
structure equipped with the discrete topology. 
The basic theorems related to Boolean powers are as follows. 
Theorem 2.1. (Log Theorem) For any formula q~ in Form(S)  we have 
I~Oq;-..,J;,)l = V Z(x,)  A---AJ;,(x,,)] 
Theorem 2.2. Let ~ and ~' be two complete Boolean algebras, and let, 
h: B---~ ~' 
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be a homomorphism of Boolean algebras, then for eve O, 2-valued C~-structure M, 
h induces a homomorphism, 
: M i~l _~ M(~'). 
I f  h is an embedding (resp. isomorphism) then so is h. Thus for any given Zt~- 
structure M the operator M[_] is aJhnctorJ?om the category of Boolean algebras 
to the eategory of ~-structures. 
For more on Boolean powers see [4,5]. 
In the following theorems let ~(~) -= ~' and Y"(~) = Y" be the stochastic 
space of point-free lementary and general random variables correspondingly, 
see [10], and [R (s) = RIB] the Boolean power of the reals. 
Some results of a theoretical value are the following: (see for more [7-11]). 
Theorem 2.3 [7]. The structures ~ and R (B) are isomorphie and both elementarily 
extend the structure of the real numbers ~. 
Theorem 2.4 [Boolean representation of fuzzy sets [6]]. 
(i) Discrete fuzzy sets. Let ~10,q be the subset of Y'~!0 l], oJ'all elementary ran- 
dom variables, having values in [0; 1], then we have, 
'~'~f[OA] ~ [0 ,1 ] (~)  ~ [0,1] (z) 
i.e. ~[0,1] is isomorphic to [0, 1] (B), where [0, 1](~) is the Boolean power of [0, 1]. 
(ii) General fuzzy sets. Let I = (0, 1) and D~(I) the set of all B-valued Dede- 
kind cuts, with appropriate boundary values for 0 and 1, then depending on the 
type of cut, 
°t"{o,,] ~ De([O, 1]) 
i.e. ~"[0,1] is isomorphic with De(l), and thereJore each ~-valued Dedekind cut 
uniquely determines a class of  almost everywhere qual random variables on 
(f2, ~/, P) with values in [0, 1]. 
3. Boolean powers of MV-algebras 
Proposition 3.1. For ever), MV-algebra A, the Boolean power A[B] is an MV- 
algebra. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Theorem 1 of Section 2, and is 
in fact true for any kind of finitary algebraic structure (see e.g [5]). [] 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be an MV-algebra, and ~ a eBa. Then for every f E A[~], f  is 
idempotent (/'and only i[ there exists a partition of unity (bi)i¢ 1 such that, 
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hi if xEC(A) ,  
f (x )  0 otherwise. 
Proof. Let f C A [B] be idempotent. Then for all a C A we have 
(.f : i : . t ) ( . )  = V{.f(;,-) A.j"(y) I x <.> ~, = a} . f ( . ) .  
Since f is a partition of unity, so .f(x) A f (y )  0, unless x - -y ,  to the above 
supremum contribute only elements of the form f (x) ,  for some x satisfying 
x ; . )x - -a ,  
For all such x now f (x )  ~<f(a) and f (x )  A f (a )  0, unless x -- a, so finally 
f (x )  = 0, unless x = a. In other words the only positive contribution to the de- 
fining supremum comes from f (a) ,  provided a is idempotent or else f (a)  = O. 
The values o f . f  form a partit ion of unity in ~, and according to the preced- 
ing investigation the partit ion lies exclusively over the center of A. 
The argument also shows that any f so defined is idempotent. [] 
Using lhe above Theorem we can construct MV-algebras with given Bool- 
ean algebras as their centers. If we want the center to be a complete Boolean 
algebra then we have to use the Boolean power [0, 1][~], where B is the given 
complete Boolean algebra, otherwise we have to use the bounded Boolean 
powers. More precisely we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. (i) Git:en a complete Boolean algebra ~, the center o[' the MV- 
algebra [0, 1][~] is isomorphic to B. 
(ii) Given any Boolean algebra ~, the center q[ the bounded Boolean power 
[0, 1][~]* is isomorpl, ic with B. 
Proof. We shall prove (i), the other being similar. In the one direction notice 
that the Boolean algebra is (isomorphically) contained in [0, l][~] via the 
embedding 
~ [0, l][B] 
sending b to that partition /~ of the unity of B having values 
b if x l, 
/}(x)= ~b if x 0, 
0 otherwise. 
As explained above, /~ is an idempotent element of [0, 1][B]. 
Conversely any idempotent of [0, 1][~] takes nonzero values only on the id- 
empotents of [0: 1], that is on 0 and 1 alone, and these values partit ion the unity 
of ~. Thus any idempotent of [0~ 1][B] is in the image of the above embed- 
ding. [] 
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Theorem 3.1. For every semisimple MV-algebra A, and every complete separable 
Boolean algebra B, A[B] is semisimple. 
Proof. It is known from [3] that the Boolean power of an algebra A over a 
complete separable Boolean algebra B is isomorphic to the set %'(B*,A) of 
continuous functions from the Stone space ~* of the Boolean algebra to the 
algebra A, when the latter is equipped with the discrete topology. On the other 
hand, by a theorem of Di Nola (see [2]), an MV-algebra A is semisimple if and 
only if it can be represented as a subset of the algebra ~(X, [0, 1]) of continuous 
functions from some compact Hausdorff space X to the unit interval. Since A is 
equipped with the discrete topology the inclusion is continuous for any 
topology on ~(X, [0, 1]). Let us consider the latter equipped with the compact 
open topology (that is, the topology that has as subbasic opens the sets of those 
functions that map a given compact subset of X into a given open of [0, 1]). 
Then, since taking sets of continuous functions out of a fixed space preserves 
inclusions, we have an embedding 
A[B] ~ <6'(13",A) ~-~ %~(~*, (6~(X, [0, 1])). 
The latter set of continuous functions is isomorphic to 
~(B* × X, [0, 1]) 
by the universal property of function spaces equipped with the compact open 
topology in the category of compact Hausdorff spaces (cf. [12], p. 289). So A [[g] 
is embeddable in the set ~(B* × X, [0, 1]) of continuous unit interval valued 
functions on the compact Hausdorff space B* × X. Using once more Di Nola's 
theorem, A[B] is semisimple. [] 
Remark 3.1. The above argument carries over for the case of bounded Boolean 
powers over any Boolean algebra, since, as mentioned in Section 2, a bounded 
Boolean power of some structure over any Boolean algebra is known to be 
isomorphic to the set of continuous functions from the Stone space of the 
algebra to the given structure. So the bounded Boolean power of a semisimple 
MV-algebra is a semisimple MV-algebra. 
4. Final remarks 
We know that any semisimple MV-algebra can be represented as a subset of 
the set of continuous functions from MaxSpecA to [0, l] (the unit interval taken 
with its natural topology). A bounded Boolean power of [0, 1], on the other 
hand, can be expressed in a similar way, as the set of continuous functions from 
the Stone space of the Boolean algebra to [0, 1] equipped with discrete topolo- 
gy. Since the latter set is contained in the former it seems reasonable to expect 
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that  any semis imple MV-a lebra  is the bounded Boo lean  power  over  some Bool -  
ean algebra.  As the Boo lean  power  const ruct ion  though does not  preserve 
completeness  (the latter being a h igher  order  property) ,  one may need a com-  
plet ion process in order  to retr ieve the MV-a lgebra  we start with, in case the 
latter is complete.  So we may conjecture that: 
"given a semisimple MV-algebra A there exists a Boolean algebra ~ such that 
A ~- D~([0, 1])", 
where D~([0, 1]) is in the sense o f  Theorem 4 o f  Sect ion 2. 
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